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SES and Luxembourg Institute of
Science and Technology to
Develop Innovative Satellite-based
Business Solutions
Cooperation between SES and Luxembourg Institute of
Science and Technology (LIST) will focus on developing
innovative satellite-based business solutions
The new cooperation framework with LIST complements the existing SES
partnership agreement with the Luxembourg University Interdisciplinary
Center for Security, Reliability and Trust (SnT), and widens the scope of
SES’s international research activities together with other reputable
universities. Under the agreement, SES and LIST will cooperate through
their international network of research partners with unique expertise in
satellite communications (SATCOM), to transform basic research into
innovative space applications. LIST will therefore become another close
technology partner of SES in the development of pioneering SATCOM
commercial products and services to inspire or “disrupt” the market with
new satellite platforms, analysis tools and innovative ground infrastructure.
The new partnership agreement further enhances Luxembourg’s
technology ecosystem by attracting start-ups to develop their businesses
in Luxembourg, and will facilitate the transfer of new technologies
stemming from national public and private research. Those activities will
be done in close coordination with the existing national funding initiatives,
such as the Digital Tech Fund, with SES being a key stakeholder.
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TECHNOLOGY (LIST)
The Luxembourg Institute of Science and Technology
(LIST) is a mission-driven Research and Technology
Organization (RTO) that develops advanced
technologies and delivers innovative products and
services to industry and society. As a major engine of
the diversification and growth of Luxembourg’s
economy through innovation, LIST supports the
deployment of a number of solutions to a wide range of
sectors, including energy, IT, telecommunications,
environment, agriculture, and advanced manufacturing
at national and European level. Thanks to its location in
an exceptional collaborative environment, namely the
Belval Innovation Campus, LIST accelerates time to
market by maximizing synergies with different actors,
including the university, the national funding agency
and industrial clusters.

The first activities SES and LIST will focus on are related to the ‘Smart
Space’ initiative, which includes research and development of applications
in the context of High Performance Computing (HPC), aiming to establish
a unique space ecosystem by building on Luxembourg’s competitive
advantages,
including
global
satellite
communications
and
telecommunications networks, data centers and connectivity, and existing
service providers. The parties will develop a European Centre of
Excellence to address societal challenges such as climate change,
environment, green mobility, security and healthcare. SES and LIST will
also work on developing commercial applications in the areas of Internet
of Things (IoT), e-platform solutions and optical communications. In
addition, SES and LIST will jointly assess the development of
competences in other satellite-related application areas, such as
connected cars.
“Innovation is not only the driving force of the satellite industry, but also of
our society in general. We are therefore proud to be an integral part of a
large network of leading institutions and research and development
partners, which is paramount in developing our future. Our collaboration
with LIST is a perfect illustration of how we can combine and augment our
existing SATCOM knowledge in Luxembourg to increase the speed of
innovation and to shape the future together,” said Gerhard Bethscheider,
Managing Director at SES Techcom Services. “This partnership will
contribute to the creation of the space applications ecosystem, and will
further reinforce Luxembourg’s leading position in the space domain.
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It also complements our successful long-term cooperation with the
University of Luxembourg through its specific focus on impact-driven
applied research.”
Fernand Reinig, Chief Executive Officer at LIST, said that “SES’s
expertise in the space industry and our research and development
activities organically complement each other. We are delighted to partner
with this world-leading company and contribute to shaping a better future
for the benefit of Luxembourg and society in general.”
About SES
SES is the world-leading satellite operator and the first to deliver a differentiated
and scalable GEO-MEO offering worldwide, with more than 50 satellites in
Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) and 12 in Medium Earth Orbit (MEO). SES
focuses on value-added, end-to-end solutions in four key market verticals
(Video, Enterprise, Mobility and Government). It provides satellite
communications services to broadcasters, content and internet service
providers, mobile and fixed network operators, governments and institutions,
and businesses worldwide. SES’s portfolio includes the ASTRA satellite system,
which has the largest Direct-to-Home (DTH) television reach in Europe, and
O3b Networks, a global managed data communications service provider.
Another SES subsidiary, MX1, is a leading media service provider and offers a
full suite of innovative digital video and media services. Further information
available at: www.ses.com
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